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TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT X-RAY DIFFRACTIONSTUDY OF Pd/Cu SITE INTERCHANGE INNON-FERMI LIQUID UCu4Pd� ��S.-W. Han, C.H. BoothChemial Sienes Division, Lawrene Berkeley National LaboratoryBerkeley, California 94720, USAE.D. Bauer, and M.B. MaplePhysis Department, University of California, San Diego, California 92093, USA(Reeived July 10, 2002)A pair distribution funtion (PDF) analysis of temperature-dependentX-ray di�ration measurements from UCu4Pd is presented. Fits to the dis-plaement parameters (u2's) with a Debye model show better agreementwith a model that inludes 25% of the Pd atoms on 16e (Cu) sites. In ad-dition, signi�ant non-thermal disorder is observed in the Cu environment,in ontrast to previous measurements of loal order in the U�Cu pairs.PACS numbers: 72.15.Qm, 61.10.Ht, 71.23.�k, 71.27.+aUCu4Pd displays typial non-Fermi liquid (NFL) harateristis, suhas a logarithmially diverging eletroni part of the heat apaity, �Cel=Tand the magneti suseptibility, �(T ), as well as linear behavior in the lowtemperature eletrial resistivity, �(T ) [1℄. X-ray absorption �ne-struture(XAFS) measurements [2℄ have shown that between 20�30% of the Pd atomsin this nominally C15b struture sit on the 16e (nominally Cu) sites. Al-though this amount of disorder is fairly substantial, subsequent XAFS mea-surements [3℄ of the U�Cu pairs did not display the kind of disorder ne-essary for the Kondo disorder model (KDM) [4℄ to generate the measureddivergenes without invoking some other mehanism besides simple lattiedisorder ombined with a tight-binding model for the f -eletron/ondution� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.�� We gratefully aknowledge the support from the sientists of the BESSRC-CAT atAdvaned Photon Soure (APS). Use of the APS was supported by the U.S. DOE,O�e of Siene, o�e of Basi Energy Siene, under Contrat No.W-31-109-Eng-38.(403)



404 S.-W. Han et al.eletron hybridization energy, Vfd. At this time, arguments exist both infavor and against the three leading theoretial andidates for explaining theNFL behavior in this system, namely, the KDM, various Gri�ths' phasemodels [5, 6℄ and proximity to a true antiferromagneti quantum ritialpoint [7℄. Understanding the details of the lattie disorder remains an im-portant omponent for verifying and utilizing these theories.Although the evidene from XAFS for the Pd/Cu site interhange isstrong, there is still no on�rming independent experiment orroborating theXAFS result. In partiular, a room-temperature neutron powder di�rationstudy found little di�erene between a �t that inluded some site interhangeand one that did not [8℄. One way to disern between these kinds of �tsis to perform a di�ration study to obtain the displaement parameters(u2's) as a funtion of temperature. We have performed suh measurements,hoosing to analyze the data by �tting to the pair-distribution funtion(PDF) obtained from the Fourier transform of the redued struture fator,F (Q) = (S(Q)�1)Q. For this study, the results should be equivalent to theusual Rietveld re�nement of the strutural parameters, but the tehniqueholds some future promise for better isolating the loal distortions.Details of the sample-growth proedure are desribed elsewhere [8℄.X-ray sattering measurements were performed at 11D-C beam line ofBESSRC-CAT, Advaned Photon Soure, Argonne National Laboratory. A�xed energy of 98.29 keV was seleted with a Si(220) single rystal monohro-mator. Elasti and inelasti (Compton) sattering data were olleted witha solid state detetor. The inelasti part was removed with a theoretialmodel [9℄ as the data were analyzed. Data were �t using the PDFFITodes [10℄. After other orretions, suh as, bakground removal, multiple-sattering removal and absorption orretion, were applied, the struturefator was isolated. A PDF obtained through the Fourier transform of F (Q)with Q between 0.04 and 32 Å�1 is shown in Fig. 1 (a). The PDF databetween 1.5�10 Å were �t with two di�erent models, normal (dashed-line)and site-interhange (solid-line). The site-interhange model assumed 25%of the Pd atoms were on the 16e site and 25% of the 4 site was oupied byCu. The �nal �t is nearly independent of the hoie of model, as indiatedin Fig. 1 (b). The lattie onstant and the displaement parameter (u2) ofU are independent of the hoie of model. However, the u2's of Pd and Cuare model dependent. Sine the X-ray sattering fator of Pd is larger thanCu, for the site-interhange model the �t redues the displaement param-eter of Pd while inreasing Cu's, beause a larger displaement parameterdiminishes the peak intensity. This result is onsistent with Chau et al. [8℄.
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Fig. 1. (a) PDF data (dotted line) at 20 K and best �ts with site-interhange(dashed line) and normal (solid line) models. (b) shows the di�erene between �tand data.Figure 2 shows the temperature dependene of the displaement param-eters of eah atomi speies. Using a Debye model, the displaement param-eters were �t for the site-interhange and normal models. Results of the �tsare summarized in Table I. In this analysis, temperature-independent o�setsbetween the models are onsidered to be due to distortions or disorder rela-tive to the �tting model, and are therefore evidene against a given model.The U data shows a small o�set, onsistent with zero, for both models. ThePd u2 only shows a signi�ant o�set for the no-interhange model, whihis evidene that the site-interhange model is a better explanation of thesedata. Interestingly, the Cu atoms show signi�ant disorder in both models.This long range disorder (that is, observed on the �10 Å sale) is in ontrastto the observation of loal order in the U�Cu pairs observed in the XAFSexperiments [3℄. TABLE IDebye temperatures and o�sets (u2stati) relative to a Debye model of the measureddisplaement parameters.Model U Pd Cu�D (K) u2stati (Å2) �D (K) u2stati (Å2) �D (K) u2stati (Å2)site-interhange 201(20) 0.0008(5) 263(13) 0.0009(4) 552(30) 0.0047(2)no-interhange 213(16) 0.0009(3) 282(11) 0.0019(2) 428(16) 0.0035(2)In onlusion, we studied site-interhange in UCu4Pd with PDF analysisand found that we ould only disern between the normal and the site-interhange models through an analysis of the temperature-dependent dis-
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Fig. 2. Thermal fators of (a) U, (b) Pd, and () Cu, are obtained from the PDFanalysis with two di�erent models, site-interhange (open-irle) and normal (soliddot). The lines are a best �t (Table I) with a Debye model for site-interhange(solid line) and normal (dashed line).plaement parameters. These di�ration results are more onsistent with asite-interhange model, however, signi�ant additional disorder is observedin the Cu environment, likely indued by distortions due to the Pd atoms onthe 16e sites. Suh distortions are likely perpendiular to the U�Cu pairs,sine no suh disorder is observed in those pairs from XAFS experiments.REFERENCES[1℄ G.R. Stewart, Rev. Mod. Phys. 73, 797 (2001).[2℄ C.H. Booth et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 3960 (1998).[3℄ E.D. Bauer et al., Phys. Rev. B, in press(http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/ond-mat/0205138).[4℄ O.O. Bernal et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 75, 2023 (1995).[5℄ A.H. Castro Neto, G. Castilla, B.A. Jones, Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 3531 (1998);A.H. Castro Neto, B.A. Jones, Phys. Rev. B62, 14975 (2001).[6℄ E. Miranda, V. Dobrosavlijevi¢, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 264 (2001).[7℄ A.J. Millis, Phys. Rev. B48, 7183 (1993).[8℄ R. Chau, M.B. Maple, R.A. Robinson, Phys. Rev. B58, 139 (1998).[9℄ W. Ruland, Brit. J. Appl. Phys. 15, 1301 (1964).[10℄ T. Pro�en, S.J.L. Billinge, J. Appl, Cryst. 32, 572 (1999).


